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Forage Kochia Helps Fight Range Fires 

Forage kochia greenstrips have a successful reputation 
in retarding Western rangeland wildfires. 

By R. Deane Harrison, Blair L. Waldron, Kevin B. Jensen, Richard Page, Thomas A. Monaco, W. 
Howard Horton, and Antonio J. Palazzo 

R angeland wildfires in the Intermountain West suppress wildfires. Our purpose is to summarize forage 
have dramatically increased since 1979, placing a kochia's greenstripping utility and to suggest future re- 
major economic burden on private and public search needs. This information will benefit land man- 

land managers to control or suppress these fires (Pellant agers who continually deal with rangeland wildfires. 
1990). 

Perhaps more important is the loss of natural resources 
and degradation of ecological sites and ecosystems that 
result from repeated burning. Frequent wildfires prevent 
the establishment of native shrub, forb, and perennial 
grass plant communities and increase the dominance of 
invasive annual weedy species. 

One of the major contributors to increased wildfires is 
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), which inhibits the estab- 
lishment of native perennial species through competition 

Historically Greenstripping Shows Promise 

In 1946, Platt and Jackman proposed planting fire re- 
sistant species into strips to disrupt the fire cycle and re- 
store native plant communities on cheatgrass infested 
rangelands. These fuel breaks have successfully con- 
tained wildfire in chaparral communities of Southern 
California. 

In 1985, the Bureau of Land 
for moisturc. Cheatgrass cur- M;inagenient (R1.M) implcmcnr- 
renrly occupies man),  burnctl ed a \\rildfirc pre-supprcshion 
and disturbed \\.estern rangeland prosram called "greenatripping" 
cites and provides an early ~ n a -  (Pellant 1094). In  this program. 
turing. tine textured fuel that in- 30 to 100 feet \\,idc s~riph of ac- 
crcnse~ rhc chance of' ignition as lected plant materials known t o  
\\#ell as the rate. spread. ant1 fre- reduce and/or  suppress the 
quency of \\,ildfirr (Whiseniint s~reacl of \\,iltifires were estab- 
1990). 

Forage kochia (Kochia prostrata) has been planted in 
greenstrips (e.g. vegetative fire breaks) in an attempt to 
combat frequent rangeland wildfires in areas invaded by 
cheatgrass. Forage kochia is native to the arid and semi- 
arid regions of Central Eurasia and is widely adapted to 
the Intermountain West and Great Basin regions. It is 
being used extensively on arid to semiarid rangelands 
that have sandy to clayey textured soils, are moderately 
to strongly alkaline and receive 6 to14 inches of annual 
precipitation. 'Immigrant' forage kochia was released in 
1984 and is currently the only commercially available 
cultivar in the United States. 

Information on the fire suppression characteristics of 
forage kochia exists in symposium proceedings and in- 
house reports, but there are no published research find- 
ings in peer-reviewed scientific journals. Thus, we have 
reviewed available research findings and conducted tele- 
phone interviews to assess the ability of forage kochia to 

lished on landscapes prone to repeated burning. By 
1992, the BLM had installed 45 1 miles of greenstripping 
and it is estimated that another 200 miles have been es- 
tablished since. For example the Utah BLM Fillmore 
Office has planted 34 miles since 1994. Most of the ini- 
tial greenstrips averaged 300 feet in width and were 
seeded along highways or railroads to reduce human- 
caused fires. 

According to Pellent (1994) greenstrip effectiveness 
depends upon: 

(I ) disrupting fuel continuity; 
(2) reducing fuel accumulation; and 
(3) maintaining plants with high moisture content. 

Thus, fine fuel loads within greenstrips are modified by 
replacing flammable vegetation that readily ignites and 
carries a fire with perennial, less flammable vegetation. 
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Table I. SEE& &equently used ia g ~ e e m t r l p ~  

Common name Scienuc name 

crested wheat- Agropyron misfaturn f. Gaermer. and +. &ertorum (p -he r  ex Link) Scbultes 
Siberian whea- A.fragile (Roth ) Cdargy  
fomge kocht Kmhia pmsma (I,,.) S-. 
western yarrow Achilles ~ ~ ~ ~ I & ~ ~ u & ~ ~ . s ~ , ~ M u I o s ~  

(Nufi.) Piper 
.&berg bluegtasss Poa secundn h. %& 
lwnall burm.4 Smguiwbrr minor S q .  

Forage Kochja Su&d For Greenstripping 

Monsen (1 994) described: the following characteristics 
as important when selecting species for greenstripping 
on semiarid rangelands: l )  adaptability to the range 
sites, 2) competitiveness with annual weeds, 3) ease of 
establishment, 4) low flammability, 5) open canopy and 
spacing, 6)  palatability by livestock and wildlife (for ef- 
ficient removal and control of litter and fine fuel 
buildup), and 7) resilience and regrowth capabilities. 
Species most frequently used iq ~ n s t r i p p i n g  programs 
are shown in Table 1. 

While many species have characteristics that meet 
some of the desired criteria, forage kochia demonstrates 
most if not dl the desired greenstripping qualities. 

Scientists and range managers consider 'Immigrant' for- 
age W a  a prime candidate for use on westem rangelands 

>r frre prevention and range rehabilitation, However, there 

is need to evaluate additional germplasm of forage kochi$ 
for its compatibility for gmnstripping and other rangeld 
uses. ConsequentIy, a forage kacbist breeding progmm ws 
initiated in 1898 at the USDA-ARS, Forage and R q  
Research Lab in Lagan, Utah to met  the needs of Wmtm 
mgelands and greenstriping programs. 
Some are concerned that forage kochia wilf inv& and 

suppress or eliminate native plant communities. H d a a  
et al. (20001 found that 'Immig~ant' forage kochia may 
spread into disturbd and bare areas stabilizing the soil; 
however, there. is little evidence that it is an aggressive 
s p a d m  w t h t  it e l ' y  -impact esrarbhW 
perennial plant communities. 
In Idaho, it has been reported ta encroach into alkali 

slick spot soils where some sensitive species may exist 
(Harrison et al. 2000). However, because greenstrips W 
frequently established in cheatgrass dominated areas to 
suppress large rangeland h, the bend& of fuel reduc- 
tion out weigh potential negative impacts caused by mini. 
mal spread of fomge kochia. Clements et al. (1997) a d  
Gray (personal communication, Wddlife Biologist) found 
hat cheatgrass declined and native species numbers in. 
creased in 'Immigrant' forage kochia seedings in Nevada, 
Thus, the concept has been developed that placing 

greenstrips at slategic locations breaks up the cheat- 
grass fire cycle and facilitates the return of native 
species to cheatgrass dominated sites. 

Does Fomge Kochia Stop Firs2 
Pellant observed that two of the most important d 

minants of successful greenstrips are disrupting 
continuity and increasing plant moisture content du 
the fire season. As a half shrub, forage kochia c 
with and replaces cheatgrass, and maintains a hig 

*:,\ - ' 

Tern-yew okl Imm- fm kochia gmmb+p bord,. ...g cheat- 
gMBal W&rock m m h p m  lrsmSkull V&y, Ulah. 



ImmgWfl fomu Rwhk greemmp #lopped this wik$ue in I h h o  Uttbumed Imimigrd forage bchh p h i  q%r wik@e (PkQto cow- 
[Pkoto courtesy o f M i h  PeW1. te8y ~ f M i k 8  PeUmt). 

ture content throughout the main fire season. Pellant 
(1994) reported that in August, forage kochia had 4 
times and 10 times the moisture content of crested 
wheatgrass and cheatgrass, respectively. In addition, 
early season water-use by forage kochia has been con- 
sidered important in its competition with cheatgrass 
porno and Haferkamp 1988). 

Under some conditions, forage kochia will  burn wbm 
it is present with ignitable fuels, but plants are known to 
recover quickly. McArthur et al. (1 990) were the first to 
report the recovery of forage kochia following fire 
events. Monslen and Kitchen (1999) evaluated the burn- 
ing tolerance of 12 forage kochia accessions, from 1988 
to 1995, and confirmed that '&grant' and several 
other germpIasms of forage kochia quickly recovered 
b m  fite. 

Forage kochia plantings primarily reduce rangeland 
fire intensity by reducing the £lame length and W g  it 
easier to extinguish the fire (Monsen and Memmott 
1999). Von Swain of the Utah BLM found that during 
two, 2001 tires the rate of spread and intensity were re- 
% d u d  on sites that contained forage kochia which al- 
lowed crews to put out the ws. 

In addition, BLM Fire Management Specialist Dm 
Washington found that when a 1998 central Utah wild- 
fire reached a forage kochia seeding, flame lengths were 
reduced from approximately 10 feet to less than one 
foot. Similarly, Allen Rasmussen of Utah State 
University has noted that the flame length of wildfkes 
b p s  upon contact with forage kochia piantings because 
of a breakup d fine fuel continuity. 
Reports not only indicate that forage kochia reduces 

flame length and intensity, but can alsq suppress or even 
stop wildfires. Idaho BLM rangeland ecologist Mike 
Pellant concluded that forage kochia was superior to 

other commonly used species in stopping w i l d h s  on 
livestock grazed rangelands. He observed that a wildfm 
near Mountain Home, Idaho burned to a forage kochia 
p e s t r i p  and stopped because of the green biomass and 
sparsity of contiguous fine fuels. 

Utah BLM Fuel Specialist Dan Symmes reported that 
during a controlled burn in June 2001, "the fire went out 
when it hit a forage kacbia planting," with wind speeds 
up to 5 mph. In another example, C.D. elements, 
USDA-ARS Range Scientist, noted that a wildfire be- 
tween Battle Mountain and Elko, Nevada stopped imme- 
diately when it came to a seeding of forage kochia. 

Only a few burniag trials of forage kochia have been 
conducted. Robert Newhalt (Utah State Extension 
Sewice Conservation Agronomist), Richard Page (BLM, 
former Watershed Program Leader), and local BLM offi- 
cids conducted a controlled burn on a tbree year old 
stand of forage kochia at the White Rock forage kochia 
cooperative research plots in Skull Vdley, Utah in late 
July 1993. 
When cheatgrass was ignited using a butane burner 

they found that the 50 foot wide forage kocbia planting$ 
did not bum (unpublished data). In 1995, a wildk-e went 
through the same research plots burning the cheatgrass 
between the 50 foot test strips, but only about 29% of 
the forage kochia. 

Monsen (1994) conducted -&trip burning trials at 
Nephi, Utah and found that 'Immigrant' forage kochia 
demonstrated excellent utility as a penstr ip  species. 
Monsen arid Memmott (1999) found that fire burned 
only two feet into forage kochia test strips kfore it went 
out, even though wind speed was 16.3 mph. They also 
reported that only when winds exceeded 20-25 mph, and 
plots contained litter, did the fire burn slowly and errati- 
cally through the forage kochia pIots. 
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More Research Needed 

Collectively, these observations and reports suggest 
that forage kochia is a very effective greenstrip species 
for fire-prone landscapes in the Great Basin and Western 
United States. Forage kochia provides resource man- 
agers with an opportunity to decrease fire frequency by 
successfully competing with and decreasing cheatgrass 
density. Additional quantitative research is necessary be- 
fore the full utility of forage kochia greenstrips is 
known. 

Research on forage kochia should identify: (1) its 
range of adaptation, (2) the most efficient greenstrip 
width and best establishment procedures, and (3) its 
ecological compatibility with other desirable greenstrip 
species. Although several scientists are currently con- 
ducting research on forage kochia, there still remains 
the lack of published data on its fire suppressant quali- 
ties. We hope future research will foster appropriate 
recommendations and identify limitations regarding the 
use of forage kochia in greenstrips as a widespread 
management option to reduce fire fuels and extensive 
wildfires. 
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